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TEXTS THAT TEACH 
The Reading Plus program provides an extensive library 

of engaging informational and literary selections that 

support instructional objectives through student- 

centred learning. Selections are written to meet 

readability and text complexity recommendations 

outlined in national standards, and include STEM, social 

science, and literary content that expands a student’s 

knowledge about the world. 

 
The program’s 18 reading levels include selections that 

range from year 3 readability through to year 13 texts, as 

well as five levels of content for older students reading 

well below year level. 

 
This booklet provides samples of Reading Plus text 

selections, comprehension tasks, and constructed 

response tasks from a number of reading levels in the 

program. 

www.readingplus.com 

98 High Street, Motueka 7120 

03 528 0094 

info@itecnz.co.nz 

www.itecnz.co.nz 
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Vocabulary-Based Readability 
 

 
 
 

 
*   levels are  on  school as 
well as older  well grade  

MLWF decreases as   

Reading Level MLWF† MSL Word Count PM Reading Lexile
®
 Range 

Level  1* 3.67-4.0 6.7 600-800 Yellow-Orange 230-420 

Level  2* 3.62-3.95 10 800-1200 Turquoise-Gold 400-640 

Level  3* 3.58-3.90 11.45 1100-1400 Silver 620-790 

Level  4* 3.53-3.85 12.6 1200-1600 Emerald 770-870 

Level  5* 3.49-3.77 14.1 1400-1700 Ruby-Sapphire 850-980 

Level  6 3.48-3.62 15.3 1500-1800 - 950-1030 

Level  7 3.37-3.53 16.6 1600-1900 - 1000-1080 

Level  8 3.28-3.42 17.8 1700-2000 - 1060-1160 

Level  9 3.22-3.35 18+ 1800-2100 - 1100-1220 

Level  10 3.17-3.29 18+ 1900-2200 - 1150-1340 

Level  11 3.15-3.26 18+ 2000-2300 - 1180-1360 

Level  12 3.11-3.23 18+ 2100-2400 - 1230-1380 

CCR 3.07-3.20 18+ 2200-2500+ - 1260-1380+ 
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Using Passion 
to Support Purpose 
 

Students self-select texts through eight interest filters that provide choice and 

control over reading material. A student who is passionate about sports, for 

example, can filter selections by the Get in the Game category. Within that 

category, the student will find a wide variety of text genres from global sources 

that support learning in a range of academic areas. 
 
While working in the Reading Plus program, students discover that reading 

about topics that interest them can support the acquisition of knowledge in 

curriculum areas of STEM, social science, and literature. The program not only 

improves a student’s reading ability, but also generates an appreciation for the 

purpose and value of reading. 
 
Each selection is accompanied by rich photographic images that enhance the 

learning experience, as well as reading scaffolds that support student success. 

Scaffolds provide extra assistance to those students who need it. For example, 

texts may be segmented into smaller reading units, and rereads with clues are 

available during comprehension tasks. 

 
Reading Plus provides five levels of high-interest, low-readability selections that 

are available to students in years six and higher who are reading on a first-year 

through fifth-year level. This content provides older struggling readers with age-

appropriate, engaging selections that have suitable text complexity for their 

current abilities. 
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How the Bee Got Its Sting 
Adapted from Aesop’s Fables 

   |    

This is a story about how the bee got its sting. 

 

Once upon a time there was a little bee.  It made some special sweet honey.  The bee 

was very proud of the work it did it went from flower to flower to get what it needed 

to make honey.  The little bee knew its honey was the best in the land. 

 

One day, some boys were on a walk.  They saw the bee at work.  They stopped to 

watch it.  The boys knew the bee was working to make honey.  They wanted to know 

where that honey was!  They knew it would be very sweet.  They watched for a long 

time.  At last they was where the bee hid its honey. 

 

The boys wanted to eat the honey on the spot!  When the bee went away, the  boys 

took some.  It was the best honey they had ever had. 

 

Now the boys knew where to find the bee’s honey.  They came back over and over to 

eat the honey.  They would wait until the bee went away.  Then they would take 

some. 

 

This went on for a long time.  Then one day the little bee saw something.  It saw that 

some honey was missing.  This made the little bee angry!  It worked hard to make 

honey!  It did not want anyone to take the sweet honey.  So the bee came up with an 

idea.  It hid and waited.  Soon the boys came back.  They took some honey and ate it. 

 

The bee thought about what it saw.  It was so mad!  Then the little bee had another 

idea.   The bee thought it should take some of the sweet honey to Jupiter.  Jupiter 

was the king of the gods.  The honey would be a special present. 

 

“I know he will like my present,” the bee said to itself.  “The gods all like to eat honey.  

The king of the gods will like my honey very much.  He will be so happy that he will 

grant me one wish!” 



Reading 

Level 1 
 
 
The little bee flew straight to the home of Jupiter. The bee carried the 

special, sweet present. Jupiter was happy to see the bee. He thanked the bee 

for the honey present. He said honey was the best thing to eat. 

 

“Now little bee,” the king of the gods said, “you have been so kind to me. I 

want to do something nice for you. You may make one wish. I will make sure 

that your wish comes true. You have my word.” 

 

The little bee was very happy. This had turned out just as the bee had 

wanted! It knew just what it wanted to wish for. The little bee thought about 

the bad boys. Those boys took some honey. The bee had worked so hard to 

make it! 

 

The little bee thought, “I want a sting! I want one that will hurt anything that 

takes my honey!” 

 

So the bee said, “Jupiter, please give me a sting. I want a sting that will hurt! 

I want to hurt anyone who takes my honey!” 

 

The king of the gods was surprised to hear this wish. He was also mad! The 

little bee wanted a sting that would hurt people! He knew that people liked 

honey, just as the gods did. He did not like the idea that people would be 

hurt if they tried to get honey. But he did give his word that he would make 

one wish come true. Jupiter always kept his word. 

 

“You surprise me, little bee. I did not think you would ask for this. I did not 

think you would want a sting. I do not like that you want to hurt people. That 

is bad! But I gave you my word I would give you one wish. I must keep my 

word. So I will give you a sting, as you asked. And it will hurt people.  But 

when you use your sting, something else will happen. You will die!” 

 
This is how the little bee got its sting. 
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DJ Focus: The Kelvin Doe Story 
Biography of Kelvin Doe, a Sierra teenager, who uses his 
knowledge of science to help his community and the world. 

   |   1371 

Kelvin Doe is from a country in Africa.  He was born there in 1996.  Kelvin is 

special for many reasons.  First, he is very smart.  He has always been an 

excellent student, especially in science.  Next, he is a scientist who invents useful 

objects.  He uses his knowledge about science to help people.  He has many 

ideas about how to make the world a better place. 

 

When he was only 13 years old he said something very wise.  He was asked what 

he thought about people who come up with new ideas to create things.  Did he 

think he was special because he had come up with so many ideas?  He answered 

that he thought all people had the ability to come up with new ideas.  He 

thought all people could be creative.  He said a new idea “can be found in places 

where one does not expect to find it.” 

 

What did Kelvin mean?  He was saying that all people have the ability and 

knowledge to make something new or to create something useful.  It does not 

matter where a person lives.  It does not matter if the person is male or female.  

It does not matter what language the person speaks.  It does not matter what 

race or nationality a person is.  Each person has the ability to be creative and to 

do things that will help others. 

 

Kelvin Doe lives in Sierra Leone.  This is a small country on the west coast of 

Africa.  More than half of the people who live there are very poor.  Kelvin Doe 

and his family are part of this group.  They have very little money.  The town 

where they live has a supply of electricity only one day each week.  There is no 

supply of electricity the rest of the time.  Imagine what it is like to have no lights, 

no radio, and no TV for most days of the week. 

 

Kelvin started working part time after school by the age of 13.  He worked to 

earn money to help his family.  He started a DJ business.  He played music at 

parties in his community. 
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But every time he earned some money, he had to use it to buy batteries. He 

needed them to run his DJ equipment because most of the time the electricity 

was not working.  He was not able to give the money to his family. This upset 

Kelvin. So he had an idea. He would figure out how to build his own batteries. 

Then he would not have to buy them. 

It is not easy to make a battery, but that did not stop Kelvin. He did research. He 

found out how to build them. He read about what parts he would need and how 

to put the parts together. But the parts cost money and Kelvin did not have any 

money to buy them. 

Kelvin had another idea. He went to the garbage dump in his town. He knew he 

could find parts there that other people had thrown away. He searched 

throughout the dump. Over time he found all the parts he needed. He took them 

home and started to build his battery. 

At first his battery did not work but he never gave up. He kept trying and over 

time he was able to build a battery that worked. It provided a supply of power 

he could use for his equipment. Now he could make money from his DJ business 

and help his family. 

Kelvin soon found other uses for his new invention. He was pleased to learn that 

his battery was a good power supply to run the lights in his house. His family 

now had lights that worked every day of the week. 

Kelvin did something even more amazing when he was 15. He created a radio 

station. He found parts he could use to build a music mixer, a disc player, and a 

transmitter. The people in his town heard his music on their radios. They were 

also supplied with news and information about their community. 

People who listened to the radio station had a special name for Kelvin. They 

called him DJ Focus. Why did people call him that? Kelvin once explained, “They 

call me DJ Focus because I believe if you focus, you can do an invention 

perfectly.”  

Kelvin asked some of his friends to work at the radio station. Some talked on the 

radio about sports, and others talked about town meetings. Before Kelvin 

created his station, people in the community did not always know what was 

going on in their town. 

When Kelvin was in high school he heard about a contest. The contest was open 

to all high school students in Sierra Leone. What did the students need to do? 

They had to 

come up with various creative inventions or ideas to fix problems in their 

country. 

More than 300 students entered the contest. Some students had ideas about 

how to provide education by using radios. Others had ideas about new farming 

programs. What invention do you think Kelvin entered in the contest? It was his 

battery! He was now using one of his batteries to supply power for his radio 

station. Kelvin won one of the top prizes! 
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A man named David Sengeh was in charge of the contest. David had grown up 

in Sierra Leone. But at the time of the contest he was a college student in the 

United States. 

 

He was a top student at one of America’s best science schools. David decided to 

hold a contest because he wanted to encourage young people in Sierra Leone. 

He wanted them to use science to be creative. He wanted them to come up with 

new ideas that could help others. David was once asked why he wanted to help 

students in his home country. He said, “I think my dream is that this generation 

of young people coming up are the ones who will solve any problems in their 

community.” 

 

David said he knew right away that Kelvin was special. He said Kelvin 

understood the idea of creativity. He also said Kelvin believed he could have a 

positive effect on his community and his country. David wanted to help Kelvin 

expand his knowledge.  

 

David asked Kelvin to travel to the United States. He wanted Kelvin to be part of 

a special program for young inventors. David said Kelvin could stay at the 

college. Kelvin would get to meet other people who were studying science, 

math, and technology. He would get to learn from people who were creating a 

variety of inventions. 

 

It was an important trip for Kelvin. He had never travelled more than 10 miles 

from his community. He enjoyed seeing a new country. He got to meet other 

people who were creative, just as he was. Kelvin was in the United States for 

three weeks. He was careful to pay close attention and learn all that he could. 

 

While he was staying with David, Kelvin had a chance to speak to a group of 

teachers. He told them about his life at home and about the problems in Sierra 

Leone. He said he wanted to share his knowledge and help his community and 

his country. Kelvin said, “Whatever things I’ve learned here, I will share it with my 

friends and the ones I love.”  

 

When he returned home from the United States he had many new ideas and 

experiences to tell his family and friends. He continued to work at the radio 

station, but he made sure he worked very hard to do well in high school. Why? If 

he did well in school, he was invited to study science, math, and technology at 

David Sengeh’s college. 

 

Kelvin’s life in Sierra Leone was not easy, but he did not let that stop him. He 

started working as a DJ as a young boy. He ran his own business. He used his 

amazing skills to solve problems. He used his intelligence to create ways to 

improve his community. Today, DJ Focus is well known. His story has been in 

newspapers and on TV around the world. His creativity is changing the world. 
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Felix Baumgartner went to the edge of space and then jumped back to Earth. It 

sounds crazy, but that’s just what he did. To top that, he went faster than the 

speed of sound. He was the first person to do it while not in a plane or rocket. 

And the world watched as it happened. 

 

Born in Austria, Felix is an adventurer. He made his name as a BASE jumper. 

BASE jumping is when people jump off things using just a parachute. BASE 

stands for the different places from which a person can jump. These places are 

buildings, antennas, spans (such as bridges), and earth (such as cliffs or 

mountains). It sounds a little out of control, but Felix enjoys that feeling. 

 

He also has done a lot of skydiving. This is when you jump out of an airplane 

(again, with a parachute) from thousands of feet up. Felix even skydived across 

the English Channel. He wore a suit that had a special pair of wings. All this 

brought him much attention. But then the biggest jump of them all came along. 

 

A company that sponsors all sorts of extreme sports had heard of Felix. The 

company wanted to pay Felix to jump from the edge of space. It would provide 

him with the equipment. It would send him toward space—not with a rocket, but 

with a balloon. The company would do everything to make sure he wouldn’t fail. 

It would handle all of the problems. All he would have to do is jump. Felix said 

yes. He started to prepare right away. 

 

The first thing Felix had to do was go for some tests. Scientists had to figure out 

how his body would react to the fall. The idea was to send Felix 24 miles up into 

the sky. They designed a special pressurized space suit for him. They wanted to 

control the jump as much as they could. But nobody can control everything. The 

best thing the scientists could do was plan. They wanted to make sure they did 

everything so that Felix wouldn’t fail. Failure would mean death. 

 

Men had tried similar jumps before. In 1960, U.S. Air Force pilot Joe Kittinger 

jumped from 19 miles above Earth. He hit 614 miles per hour. It was less than the 
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A science-based selection about Felix Baumgartner, who went 
to the edge of space and jumped back to Earth. 
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speed of sound. But it was still the fastest a human had gone without using a 

plane or rocket. 

 

The scientists in charge of Felix’s jump looked closely at Joe’s jump. They knew 

there were a million things that could go wrong. The force created by the speed 

of the jump alone could have killed Joe. Any minor problem with Felix’s suit 

could do the same. But they also knew that Joe had pulled it off, and they 

needed his help. The scientists brought Joe in to help them plan Felix’s jump. 

 

The team working on Felix’s jump was made up of more than 300 people. It 

took them five years to plan. First, they had to figure out how to get him up into 

space without any problems. They designed a special helium balloon for him. It 

would carry a capsule. A capsule is a kind of container. It is just large enough to 

hold a person. He would ride up in the capsule, then step out and fall. Simple, 

right? 

 

Wrong! 

 

The major problem was with the atmosphere. Twenty-four miles up into the 

atmosphere, there is not much air. When Felix skydived he could control his falls. 

He could make his body go anywhere he wanted. But with very little air it was 

much harder.  His body could go any which way. If he started to spin, the force 

could knock his head against his helmet. The blood in his body could stop 

flowing. The slightest hole in his suit would make him overheat. Even his hair gel 

was bad news. It could catch on fire during the fall and that would be the end of 

Felix. (The team of scientists smartly made him stop using the gel.) 

 

Felix wanted to break the sound barrier. Sound travels at 768 miles per hour. He 

wanted to go faster than that. He and the team researched and planned. It took 

them years to do. All of their test jumps went well, and Felix was ready. 

 

The day of the big jump came. However, there was a problem. The weather 

wasn’t good enough to send him up. Felix hadn’t failed, but he would have to 

wait. Five days later the skies looked good. Felix hopped into his capsule and 

the balloon took him into the sky. 

 

The whole way up, Felix talked to Joe on a radio headset. The Air Force pilot 

told him about his own jump. Joe helped Felix to stay calm. They were the only 

two men in the world who had any idea what Felix was going through. As they 

talked, the time arrived. Felix was 24 miles above Earth. 

 

With millions of people watching on the team’s website, Felix opened the 

capsule door. He looked out and saw stars everywhere. He could see the curve 

of Earth below him. It was time. He said his final words to Joe and jumped. 

 

Felix’s fall started out just as planned. But then he began to spin. With very little 

atmosphere, he was spinning out of control. This was exactly what Felix and the 

team had feared. This was a problem. People on the ground started to fear for 

Felix’s life. 
Pg 13 
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But Felix would not allow himself to fail and die. Trying to stop the spin was 

much harder than while skydiving. But then, he pulled out of it. He began to fall 

as planned. All the training he had done, all the research the team of scientists 

had done, and all the talks with Joe had paid off. Felix tore through the sound 

barrier before reaching a top speed of 843 mph, a new world record. After 

shooting through the sky, he pulled his chute and touched back down in New 

Mexico. He fell 24 miles to Earth in 4 minutes and 19 seconds. 

 

Felix had done it. He had set a new record and showed the world what he could 

do. He was also a huge help to science. The suit he used will help to design 

future space suits. His fall helped scientists to better understand the limits of the 

human body. And, of course, he made himself a legend. He put himself in the 

same class as the men who flew rockets to the moon. Felix Baumgartner may 

have started as a BASE jumper who got a thrill from jumping off cliffs. But his 

incredible jump from the edge of space may help to change how we see the 

world. 
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Nana was 60 years old when her memory started to fade. It started with little 

things, like losing her keys more than once a day, repeating the same story twice 

within just a few minutes, or forgetting to show up for a dinner date. She had 

trouble focusing on her favourite television shows or crossword puzzles. By the 

time Nana was 70, most of her short-term memory was gone. 

 

Sometimes she barely knew me when I visited her. However, the one thing that 

Nana did not forget was love. Her brain might not always react to me, but her 

heart always knew me. She would touch my hand in such a way that I knew she 

loved me. She would pat my shoulder and say, “It’s okay, Addie May. Always 

trust your brain.” 

 

Now she couldn’t trust her brain any more. That made me very sad. Losing my 

fun and adventurous Nana was difficult. As Nana’s memory loss got worse, she 

slept more and more. For a long time, the only name that made her laugh was 

mine. “Addie May?” she would say. “I know Addie May.” For a second, her eyes 

would light up with their old familiar glow. Then she would laugh, as if she were 

remembering all the fun we had together. When the laughter was gone, all I had 

was her touch. But her touch was enough for me. 

 

My Nana graduated from college as a biologist. She then became a writer for a 

well-known science magazine. She travelled to distant parts of the world and 

wrote about what she noticed in nature and the wild. She was a born explorer 

who loved to face new challenges and write about her adventures. 

 

I was her first grandchild, and the one most like her out of all the grandkids in 

the family. Up until her memory began to fade, she took me every summer on an 

adventure related to her job. 

 

The most exciting trip she took me on was to Antarctica. I was a junior in high 

school. I was 16, and my boyfriend had just broken up with me. I was completely 

crushed and did not feel like going on any adventures with Nana. I called her and  
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told her I couldn’t go with her that year. But she wouldn’t take no for an answer. 

I’m glad she pushed me to go. That trip changed my life and made me realize 

that the world was so much bigger than me and my problems. 

 

That year, Nana was doing a story on the penguins in Antarctica. That June, we 

flew from Atlanta, Georgia, to Argentina. Once there, we boarded a Russian 

research ship that was loaded with science equipment, radar, and smaller motor 

boats for shorter day trips. It was huge! In one smooth motion, the ship eased its 

way from the dock and into the rippling water. We were soon on our way. 

 

The next day, penguins appeared in the water. At first, Nana and I stood frozen 

in our spots. Then we laughed and reached for our cameras. Normally, penguins 

stay very close to the shore. Seeing them this far out was unbelievable, since we 

were 250 miles away from land! 

 

After lunch I stood on the deck and saw seals in the water. Some were tagged 

with big, green, plastic tags on their flippers. Nana told me that certain animals 

were tagged so scientists could follow their health and their movements. The 

animals that were in danger of dying out were of special interest. The seals had 

tags because they were some of the most endangered creatures in the wild. 

 

The next day the captain told us we were at our first landing point. We got our 

gear and boarded a small motor boat. Our motor boat driver took off, armed 

with a walkie-talkie and a small computer that showed a digital map. The 

research ship disappeared from view, and a small island slowly came into focus. 

 

What a sight we saw as we landed! There were hundreds of penguins squawking 

away and going about their business. Female penguins watched over their 

babies as other penguins went in and out of the sea. Young penguins chased 

one another. One adult penguin took a breath so deep I could see its chest 

expand. Some penguins were moving around on the rocks, while others were 

chasing off the larger birds that had come looking for food. 

 

The island was small and covered by small hills and pockets of snow. We quickly 

climbed to the highest point, where we found three elephant seals. A mother 

and her two pups were resting in the snow and enjoying the warmth of the sun. 

At the top, Nana put her arms around me and whispered, “Are you glad you 

came, Addie?” 

 

I had tears in my eyes. At first I couldn’t speak. Then I threw my arms around my 

grandmother and said, “Nana, you have taken me to the end of the world. I kind 

of get it now, what mom and dad say about the meaning of life and what’s 

important.” That moment, on the top of the island, Nana taught me the 

importance of looking up and out. I had spent too much time looking down. 

 

During my senior year in high school, Nana and I went to South Africa. Then the 

summer after my freshman year at college, we went to Glacier Park in Montana. 

As the years passed, we travelled to Egypt, India, and Israel. We were planning a 
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trip to Nepal when Nana started to lose her memory. 

 

My grandfather, Opa, had started to cry all the time. Then my parents fought 

about what to do with Nana. Opa and Nana eventually moved in with my 

parents. I visited Nana as often as I could. 

 

When I passed my exams to become a veterinarian and get my doctor’s license, 

I raced home to tell Nana. She smiled as she listened to me, trying to stay 

focused on my words. She shook her head as if to shake the fog away. “I miss us, 

Addie. I miss you. I miss me.” 

 

The year before Nana died, I knew she was fading fast. I wanted to do 

something special for her as she had done for me when she took me to the top 

of the island in Antarctica. I wanted to find a way to bring her spirit back. 

 

My first choice was to take Nana to Nepal, but I knew the trip would be too hard 

on her. I remember her saying to me, “You are the boss of your brain. No one 

can tell you what you want in life, but you.” I knew she wouldn’t be around that 

much longer. I wanted her last days to be lived out in a place of wild beauty. 

Then I thought of the Sandhill cranes in Kearney, Nebraska. 

 

I had heard about Kearney from one of Nana’s friends when we were at Glacier 

Park in Montana. Her friend told me about how the Sandhill cranes gather in 

Kearney on the Platte River right before they head north to Canada. Her friend 

said that 60,000 to 100,000 Sandhill cranes gather together on the river in the 

spring. Then they rise, all at once, and lift into the air just as the sun peeks over 

the horizon. I decided that Nana needed to see the cranes rise from the river at 

dawn. 

 

So, the April before Nana passed away, we flew from Atlanta to Kearney. Nana 

was quiet and distant on the plane ride, and was even quieter in our room at the 

hotel. I was worried that I had made a mistake and that her mind was too far 

gone to enjoy the beauty of the cranes. 

 

But the morning after we arrived, I woke Nana at five. I wrapped her up in her 

sweater, heavy coat, hat, and gloves, and drove her to the woods behind Fort 

Kearney. We reached the path leading to the Platte River and came to a clearing 

just over a slight hill. The sun’s light was starting to break through the early 

morning sky. I could see thousands of cranes stretching their wings on the 

shore. Nana leaned against a tree and stared at them. I didn’t know if she saw 

them or not. We stood in the cold until the sun streamed its red rays across the 

sky. 

 

Then suddenly, in one motion, thousands of cranes lifted off the shore and rose 

high into the sky. The sound was like no other sound I had ever heard. The 

cranes flapped their wide wings high above us and took over my senses with 

their incredible beauty. As tears rushed to my eyes, I looked over at Nana. For 

the first time in months, a familiar light appeared in her eyes. 
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Then Nana smiled and clapped her hands. “Birds, so many birds,” she said. “So 

pretty, like you.” Then she hugged me. I held her for a long time. Nana was the 

one who broke 

away from me. “I’m ready to go,” she said. 

 

And that was the last trip I took with my Nana. 
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Gusting winds wrapped themselves around several tall, straight beams that 

supported Zavion’s house. The 14-year-old youth tried to be brave as he 

crouched on the attic floor, with winds shoving and moaning just beneath the 

sheetrock. Papa compared the attic to a mountaintop, high above swelling 

waters whipped up by Hurricane Katrina along the Gulf Coast. But a real 

mountaintop would stand strong against furious storms, and Zavion did not feel 

secure at all in his creaking attic. 

 

As hurricane conditions intensified, Zavion concentrated on remaining calm. This 

was difficult because he knew attics were not safe locations in such threatening 

situations. His attic could even become a tomb if he and his father were 

entrapped by rising waters. 

 

Raging winds continued to argue fiercely with the walls as they first travelled 

upward, repeatedly pounding the house harshly, then sideways, and down again 

with piercing squeals. With his mind racing, Zavion squeezed his eyes shut, 

clasped his hands over his ears, and struggled to ignore the sound, but that 

didn’t stop the winds from gusting or his body from shaking so painfully that he 

thought his heart might burst right out of his chest. 

 

“Zavion, I’m coming upstairs,” Papa shouted, his voice sounding unexpectedly 

distant although he was merely downstairs. Zavion’s eyes darted wildly around 

the attic room. He noticed that rolls of canvas used by Papa for his paintings 

were torn to pieces and flapping like shredded flags. Zavion crawled over to the 

window, gripped the sill, and peeked outside. It was morning, but it seemed as if 

the wind had propelled the hours forward into night time. 

 

Dark, ominous clouds thundered and poured rain harshly onto Zavion’s street. 

However, it wasn’t recognizable as a street anymore, but had been transformed 

into a river. Someone was clinging to a neighbouring roof and Zavion strained 

his eyes to identify who it was. Yes, it was Tye, whose father was an artist buddy 

of Papa’s. Zavion took care of Tye sometimes, always enjoying her easy laugh. 
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The wind gusted and Tye slipped on the wet roof. Zavion closed his eyes, and 

when he opened and adjusted them again, he could see her being scooped up 

by another neighbour floating in a kayak. 

 

Zavion knew the city was experiencing a hurricane, just as all residents of New 

Orleans did, because local, state, and federal government agencies had been 

making preparations for several years. Zavion even remembered simulated 

disaster relief drills that federal agency administrators had organized to ensure 

their readiness, but it definitely didn’t seem as if they were prepared now that 

the city was in crisis. Accordingly, the mayor had commanded everyone in New 

Orleans to evacuate, but that wasn’t a simple directive to follow if you didn’t 

own a car. 

 

Zavion’s fingers burrowed into the splintering wood on the window sill as he 

calmed his nerves by concentrating on some familiar scenes. He pictured the 

bench outside school where he sat to tie his sneakers before jogging home 

every afternoon. He also pictured Tye relaxing on the stoop with ice cream 

dripping from her laughing mouth, and even turkey sandwiches wrapped in 

waxed paper precisely aligned in the refrigerator. 

 

Suddenly Papa, who was soaking wet, stood at the top of the attic stairs, 

screaming, “The first floor is swamped. This hurricane is destroying all our 

belongings!” 

 

“What about your paintings?” asked Zavion. 

 

“All my murals and paintings are ruined,” said Papa as he dropped cereal boxes 

and two cartons of juice onto the floor. “This food was all I could grab.” 

 

“I’ll get our survival kit from the hall closet,” said Zavion. 

 

“Zav, water moccasins are swimming in our kitchen so you’re not going 

downstairs,” Papa said harshly as he massaged his temples with his thumbs. “We 

have to figure out a way to escape from this disaster.” 

 

Zavion carried pieces of the ruined painting canvases over to the window. He 

and Papa waved them like flags, trying to beckon swiftly moving helicopters 

flying overhead. Zavion wondered whether they would abandon his father and 

him. As they surveyed the sky, one, two, and then three helicopters passed 

without acknowledging them, so yes, the choppers would, and did, abandon 

them. 

 

“We have to depend on our own resources to escape,” screamed Papa as his 

voice was sucked into violent winds and pelting rain. “All I have to do is force 

myself to calm down and think logically,” he told himself. As he paused and 

leaned out the window to survey the damage all around them, he shouted, 

“Look at that!” 
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“There is a door that will float on the water,” said Papa, snapping his fingers. 

 

Zavion, straining his eyes, suddenly saw something horizontal racing toward 

them. 

 

“I’m going to jump onto it,” said Papa, “and then you’re going to jump after me. 

Do you understand?” 

 

Pieces of the wooden frame wrenched themselves off the house and plummeted 

into the water as Papa balanced on the ledge of the attic window, jumped onto 

the door, and seized a corner of the house to keep himself from rushing 

dangerously down the swiftly flowing river. 

 

“Jump!” Papa yelled as the wind tore loose other pieces of window frame. 

 

Zavion climbed onto the window sill, overcoming a peculiarly strong urge not to 

jump. 

 

“Zavion,” Papa yelled again, “hurry because I can’t keep this door still for much 

longer!” Papa’s voice mimicked the winds, which sounded like high-pitched 

screams. 

 

Zavion swallowed hard and concentrated on keeping his balance as he 

scrambled onto the window ledge. He jumped, slamming onto the door just as a 

plank from the attic hit the water next to him. Water splashed vigorously and 

the door tipped sharply, causing Zavion to lose his balance and tumble into the 

river. The water swiftly sucked him down, coating his skin, cold and slick, while 

Papa’s fingers passed over his arm, neck, and hair. Papa finally grabbed Zavion’s 

shirt collar and yanked him alongside the door.  

 

Zavion opened his eyes, but all he saw was darkness. All he felt was stinging rain 

on his face. He found it hard to distinguish the flowing river from the murky sky, 

as he tried to ignore the firm, slimy object slithering across his legs. Zavion’s 

empty lungs forced his mouth open and he gulped water until Papa wrenched 

him back onto the door.  Zavion lay on his back, panting fiercely and spitting 

thick, oily water from his lungs.  

 

Zavion turned his head and saw his house, or what was remaining of his house, 

which now appeared as a receding, tattered box in the distance. Damaged 

beams gave the impression of legs buckled at the knees. Then more tiles flew off 

the collapsing roof, like seagulls crashing into waves to snatch their dinner. 

 

Zavion decided to grab two shattered shingles as they drifted by. “ 

 

Hands out of the water, Zav,” said Papa. “Remember there are snakes in there.” 

 

Zavion peered into the water and shuddered; then he looked upward instead. 

Rows of rooftops that were still intact looked like islands afloat in the sea. A man  
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and woman stood on top of one, clasping a sign between them that pleaded, 

“Help Us.” 

 

“We need to walk now,” Papa said when they got to a location where the water 

level had subsided enough to make the top steps of a few houses visible. 

 

“Where are we going?” Zavion asked. 

 

“Forward,” was all Papa said. 

 

Zavion shoved the shattered shingles into his pocket, scrambled off the door, 

and stepped into waist-high water. Papa grabbed his son’s unsteady hand, but 

gusting winds tore through their fingers, trying to pull them apart. 

 

Zavion knew how hurricanes formed, why their critical ingredient is warm sea 

water, and how evaporation of that water creates condensation. Condensation 

releases heat from sea water, and this process fuels the storm’s power. Although 

he was knowledgeable about hurricanes, he could not believe that a logical and 

scientific process could result in such devastation. He also could not believe that 

the city of New Orleans was collapsing and the people were dissolving into the 

depths of despair. 

 

For four hours they slogged through black water, pelting rain, and gusting 

winds, until Zavion noticed a power boat driven by a uniformed officer. 

 

Whistling and waving his arms above his head, Papa yelled, “Can you get us out 

of this swamp?” 

 

“No,” said the officer in an almost inaudible reserved voice, “because I have to 

verify who’s still stranded in this area.” 

 

“Are you with the Coast Guard?” asked Papa. 

 

“Yes, sir,” said the officer. “We got right to work as soon as we arrived in the 

city.” 

 

“I just can’t believe all this devastation,” Papa began. 

 

“Hurricane Katrina is a Category 4 storm with winds up to 140 miles per hour 

and a 20-foot storm surge, immersing 80 percent of New Orleans under water. 

Unbelievable, yes, but this crisis has been brewing because the levees have kept 

silt and fresh water out of the wetlands. With the wetlands eroding, your city has 

literally shifted closer to the Gulf. This is a difficult situation because you need 

those levees to protect the city as it continues to sink farther below sea level, 

but the levees are the problem too because they are crumbling around you.” 

 

The Coast Guard officer stopped chattering, swallowed, and then said, “I’m 

sorry, but you have to leave because additional flood gates are being opened to 
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level off the water, and it’s going to have the effect of a tidal wave.” 

 

“Head to the Superdome,” the Coast Guard officer recommended, “because the 

mayor has designated it as a temporary emergency shelter to house folks who 

need a place to stay.” When Papa asked which way to the Superdome, the 

Coast Guard officer pointed straight ahead. 

 

“I’m so sorry,” he repeated, and then he did what the helicopters had done. He 

paddled off in the direction of their shattered house, abandoning Zavion and his 

father. 

 

Zavion and his father succeeded in getting to the Superdome, but the situation 

there was deteriorating rapidly so their condition did not improve. The structure 

was alarmingly crowded, with no water or food. Very few buses were available 

to evacuate people from the city. Zavion and his father decided not to remain in 

the Superdome. Instead, they headed toward the Mississippi Bridge, where they 

found a friend with a car that they were able to jump-start. 

 

“Where are we going?” Zavion asked when they reached the far side of the 

bridge. 

 

“I’ve been thinking about that,” said Papa, “and I’m going to call Skeet, one of my 

painter-artist friends.” 

 

“Skeet’s father-in-law lives in Baton Rouge,” said Papa. “Maybe he can put us up 

for a while.” They pulled over at a gas station and, while Papa phoned his friend, 

Zavion removed the shingles he had retrieved in the flood from his pocket and 

laid them flat across both palms. Two shingles were all he had, but it felt as if he 

were holding his whole house in his shaking, wet hands. 

 

Zavion wrapped his fingers around the shingles and felt their hard, smooth slate, 

but he also envisioned their house’s warmly lit rooms with their comfortable 

furnishings and assorted wall-hangings. All these things had made his house a 

home. He may be homeless, but he had the shingles to keep his memories alive, 

no matter what the future held for his dad and him. 
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It’s difficult to imagine a community where poverty is so acute that one violin 

commands a higher price than an entire house. Why would anyone compare 

housing prices to costs of musical instruments? It’s undoubtedly an unusual 

comparison, but perfectly appropriate in this context. The community in 

question is the Paraguayan village of Cateura. Astonishingly, poverty has 

become so acute that musical instruments do indeed have more value than the 

ramshackle dwellings located there. 

 

Paraguay, a small South American country, shares borders with Argentina, 

Brazil, and Bolivia. Paraguayans are proud of their heritage, which intermingles 

cultural traditions of both native Guarani Indians and Spanish colonists. 

However, fully one-third of the Paraguayan population lives below the poverty 

level, subsisting on less than two dollars a day. 

 

Even in a nation that experiences intense poverty, the residents of Cateura are 

among those who suffer most acutely. The community was built around a 

mammoth landfill—a polite term for garbage dump—not far from Asuncion, 

Paraguay’s capital city. Some 2,500 people inhabit dilapidated shanties 

clustered chaotically around this mammoth garbage heap, located precariously 

close to the banks of the Paraguay River. Some 1,500 tons of garbage arrive 

daily at the landfill. Due to lack of regulation governing what can be deposited 

there, Cateura has become a toxic stew of every variety of trash, including 

hazardous waste. Toxic chemicals flow freely into the river, contaminating 

drinking water not only for Cateura residents but also for inhabitants of the 

surrounding region. 

 

Most Cateurans earn their living by scavenging through the landfill, searching for 

materials that can be sold for recycling. Although they live and work at a 

garbage dump, their own community has no organized refuse disposal system. 

This renders their living conditions acutely unsanitary. Run-off from toxic 

chemicals that commingle in the mammoth garbage mound pollutes their 

drinking water. Burning trash, a method employed to reduce the chaos of  
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garbage surrounding them, pollutes their air. On rainy days, the river floods, 

transforming the entire community into a toxic lake that Cateurans have no 

choice but to wade through. Not surprisingly, disease caused by unsanitary 

conditions is commonplace. Hunger is acute and pervasive throughout the tiny 

village. Police rarely venture into the chaotic community, allowing criminals free 

reign. Living conditions there would astonish most of us who inhabit more 

comfortable surroundings. 

 

A majority of Cateura residents are illiterate. Approximately 40 percent of 

children leave school to help their parents rummage through the garbage, 

seeking recyclables. This chaotic environment serves as their playground, while 

garbage serves as their toys. It’s no wonder that many young people become 

involved in dangerous and even criminal activities. 

 

In 2006, Favio Chavez, a recycling technician, arrived in Cateura to help local 

recyclers classify items they scavenged from the chaotic landfill. The 37-year-old 

recycling professional had studied music as a child and a young man. While 

working at Cateura, Chavez continued to return to his hometown every 

weekend, where he served as a youth orchestra conductor. One day, he brought 

his orchestra to Cateura to perform a concert for the residents. 

 

The trash recyclers of Cateura were astonished by the beauty of the concert 

performed by the young musicians. Some of them asked Chavez to teach their 

own children to play music. They were acutely interested in the possibility of an 

activity that could keep their children out of trouble, while transporting them 

away from the chaos of the landfill for even a few hours a week. Chavez was 

elated to become the community’s music teacher. Initially, his small collection of 

musical instruments was sufficient for the children who became his first 

students. However, the number of students kept escalating. Additionally, Chavez 

realized that his students really needed to practice their music at home between 

lessons if they were to progress. 

 

Chavez didn’t have enough musical instruments for all his students. Even if he 

had, it would have been foolhardy to send instruments home in a community 

where criminal activity was a mammoth problem and most people were acutely 

in need of food, water, and other basic necessities. As he indicated in 

subsequent interviews with the media, a violin is more valuable in Cateura than a 

house. Children toting musical instruments might have been targeted by 

criminals. Additionally, they or their family members might have been tempted 

to sell instruments to buy food in times of acute hunger. 

 

Obviously, Chavez required a different kind of solution. He was a fan of a 

popular group of Argentine musicians who made their own instruments, and he 

wondered whether he could do the same for his students. Around this time, 

Nicolas Gomez, a Cateuran recycler, was astonished to discover an old violin 

shell concealed among the dilapidated and sometimes toxic landfill debris. The 

recycler repaired the instrument under the music teacher’s direction. Afterward, 

Chavez began to work in concert with Gomez to fabricate instruments from 

materials scavenged from the landfill. 
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They experimented with an array of items, gradually ascertaining which ones 

could produce the desired sounds, which were most comfortable to hold, and 

which were durable enough to withstand frequent practice. Gomez, whose 

nickname is Cola, was able to finish only the fifth grade before he was obliged to 

assist his family in their landfill recycling activities. Nevertheless, he possessed a 

natural engineering talent that enabled him to construct anything. He began to 

demonstrate his genius for fabricating musical instruments from recycled trash. 

Soon, he was recycling paint pots, oven trays, oil drums, wood scraps, eating 

utensils, packing crates, X-ray containers, and other debris from which he 

created violins, cellos, guitars, flutes, saxophones, and drums -- an entire 

orchestra of musical instruments that could produce astonishingly beautiful 

music. 

 

Because the recycled instruments had little monetary value, Chavez felt safe 

entrusting them to his students, who were then able to practice their music at 

home between lessons. Initially, with no facility to house a music school, group 

practice transpired amid the landfill’s noise and chaos. Not all of the students’ 

parents recognized the value of music lessons. It took some effort to convince 

them that their children would benefit from the experience. None of the 

students were familiar with music when they began their lessons; however, with 

Chavez to guide them, they made astonishing progress. Before long, they were 

performing concerts for community members, presenting a repertoire that 

consisted principally of classical music. 

 

Soon it became evident that making music had a profound and astonishingly 

positive effect on these children, whose lives would otherwise have been 

constrained by their chaotic and unhealthy environment. They learned not only 

about music, but also about persistence, about reaching beyond their 

community’s expectations, and about mammoth possibilities in the wider world. 

Some parents, inspired by their children’s mammoth achievement, decided they 

would attend school to learn something new, as well. So far, Chavez has 

instructed more than 100 young people to play musical instruments. 

 

Some students have proven to be talented enough to qualify for membership in 

an orchestra that Chavez established, named the Orchestra of Recycled 

Instruments of Cateura. In 2011, Chavez resigned from his recycling position to 

provide music lessons and guide the orchestra full time. His students, ranging in 

age from 12 to 19, share his passion for music and devote countless hours to 

practicing. As their skills improved, the orchestra’s reputation swelled. Soon, 

they were presenting concerts in the capital city of Asuncion. 

 

In 2009, two documentary filmmakers decided to make a film about the acute 

challenges facing the women and children of Paraguay. One of them, Alejandra 

Nash, a United States-based filmmaker who had grown up in Paraguay, was 

determined to attract the world’s attention to her tiny homeland. The filmmakers 

travelled to Paraguay, where they met with leaders of Sonidos de la Tierra, or 

Sounds of the Earth, an organization that establishes music schools in 

Paraguay’s most impoverished areas. This organization had assisted Chavez in  
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the early days of his musical education program. From this meeting, Nash 

learned about the Orchestra of Recycled Instruments. 

 

Nash later observed that the history of the little orchestra took her breath away, 

making her realize immediately that she wanted to create a documentary about 

the children, the recycler who fabricated their instruments, and the musician 

who taught them to play. Nash and her colleague journeyed to Cateura, where 

they filmed members of the orchestra in action, complete with scenes amid the 

landfill’s chaos. 

 

They created a short, three-minute film, called a trailer or teaser, to preview the 

documentary that they hoped to produce. It features Chavez, Cola, and several 

young orchestra members talking about their lives and demonstrating their 

recycled instruments. One young man explains that his cello is made from a 

recycled oil can and various recycled kitchen tools. He proceeds to perform a 

haunting rendition of Bach’s Cello Suite No.1. A young girl declares that her life 

would be nothing without music. 

 

The filmmakers were able to obtain financing from the Creative Visions 

Foundation, a non-profit organization that supports media and arts to create 

positive change in the world. After assembling a team of professional 

filmmakers, the group returned to Paraguay several times over the next few 

years to film the orchestra’s progress. Meanwhile, they released their trailer film 

on the Internet, posting it on YouTube and Facebook, where it attracted 

hundreds of thousands of astonished viewers and created a sensation. The 

filmmakers solicited financing from these viewers and began raising funds on 

Kickstarter.com, a fundraising website that allows individual citizens to make 

small contributions to worthy causes. The completed film was released in 2014. 

They called it “Landfill Harmonic,” a play on the word, “philharmonic,” which 

means symphony orchestra. 

 

The astonishing amount of attention that the Orchestra of Recycled Instruments 

has received as a result of the three-minute trailer has led to more opportunities. 

In 2012, the Recycled Orchestra was invited on a concert tour of Brazil, 

Colombia, and Panama. The concert tour was a mammoth project, because none 

of the 30 would-be travellers possessed passports. In fact, most did not even 

possess birth certificates. Chavez coordinated the gathering of documents for 

every child, working with parents whose knowledge of such things was 

negligible. Somehow he managed to complete the mammoth task of 

preparation. The concert tour proved to be a terrific success, with audiences 

routinely astonished at the wonderful concerts created by the young musicians 

playing their recycled instruments. 

 

The following year, in 2013, the orchestra travelled to Amsterdam in the 

Netherlands to perform concerts before audiences who were positively 

astonished at their musicianship. Among the pieces of music they performed 

was Pachelbel’s “Canon,” known the world over as a touchstone of classical 

music. 
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They made contact with the Musical Instruments Museum in Phoenix, Arizona, 

and donated a selection of recycled instruments to the museum, which is 

dedicated to the exploration of musical instruments from all over the world. The 

museum invited the entire orchestra to the United States, hosting them in an 

extravaganza of special events and concerts. 

 

Chavez has been quoted as saying, “The world sends us garbage. We send back 

music.” In a community where even stepping outside can mean exposing oneself 

to a pool of toxic waste and a violin is worth more than an entire house, that is a 

remarkable message indeed. 
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Have you ever fantasized about having superpowers? In all honesty, who hasn’t? 

Cultures around the world have stories of characters that fly, become invisible, 

perform miracles, or do anything else we can dream up. These characters take 

the form of deities, legendary figures, or heroes and heroines in fantastical 

movies, novels, and comic books. They can be humans, super-humans, or eerily 

humanoid, super-intelligent androids popular in science-fiction TV shows. 

 

The concept of reaching beyond human possibility and reality is clearly woven 

into the fabric of human imagination. However, with modern discoveries 

regarding both known and unknown talents of the human brain, we must 

question which superpowers are merely fantasy and which could be clues 

toward unlocking the potential of our minds. Every day, human brains perform 

functions that even advanced computers would envy— sensory processing, 

motor control, and multitasking, to say nothing of the more “mind-bending” 

adaptive properties and healing abilities. Truly, our brains are super-powered! 

 

Before delving into the more astonishing brain functions, the “simpler” processes 

deserve some credit. The brain is an extremely complex organ, serving as the 

centre of the body’s nervous system. Working along with the rest of our central 

and peripheral nervous systems, the brain directs and coordinates every action, 

both voluntary and involuntary (autonomic). This means that your brain plays a 

central role in everything you do, from conscious and voluntary actions like 

jumping over a mud puddle to all the autonomic processes on which we depend 

-- seeing the puddle, recognizing it, coordinating myriad muscle movements 

involved in leaping it, breathing, and many more. 

 

Discussing this miraculous puddle jump in slightly more detail exposes how 

astounding the human brain is. To simplify the process, when you “see” that 

mud puddle, your brain actually interprets electrochemical signals sent by 130 

million visual sensory receptor neurons in the eye’s retina. Neurons are cells that 

send signals throughout the body. The signals are transmitted between neurons 

by connections called synapses, combining the cells to form neural networks. 
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Most of the nervous system, including the brain, is comprised of these advanced 

cells and networks. The retina’s specialized sensory neurons capture reflected 

light from the puddle, turning it into signals transmitted to the brain via the optic 

nerve. These signals are subsequently processed by brain areas that focus on 

visual information, like the visual cortex. This results in what we perceive as the 

sight of a mud puddle. That leap of perception through the brain is nearly 

instantaneous, a whole lot faster than a speeding bullet! 

 

So your trusty brain has alerted you to the impending mud puddle, but now 

what do you do with that knowledge? First, you have to remember what a 

puddle is. Once again, your brain swoops to the rescue, firing off wildly 

complicated networks of neurons to retrieve information gathered by your 

sense receptors in previous experiences. This information could be visual or 

could be from other sense memories, like the smell of noxious roadside mud or 

your aversion to the cold wetness soaking through your favourite socks. The 

resulting thought is probably: “That’s a mud puddle and I definitely should avoid 

it!” 

 

The pesky puddle has now been observed, recognized, and shortlisted for your 

avoidance, but your attempts to avoid it would be ineffective if you couldn’t 

elicit a lightning-fast response from your body. Thankfully, your brain can 

instantaneously transmit an array of messages through vast networks of motor 

neurons, coordinating the many muscles used for jumping up and over a puddle, 

all the while controlling your body’s autonomic functions without your having to 

consciously think about a thing. It’s like having a super-computer ticking along in 

your pocket, taking care of all the busy work of being a human so you have to 

attend only to the more interesting bits. 

 

In fact, considering the human brain’s impressive processing power, it’s no 

surprise that computer companies are starting to design computer chips and 

programming based on how brains function. Current computers, as with most 

computers since the 1940s, rely on a type of sequential operation that can lead 

to a bottlenecking of sorts. Think of it like rush-hour traffic in a city: inevitably 

there is a bridge, tunnel, or highway that a multitude of people need to use to 

return home. That route will become congested, causing traffic to slow down 

and get backed up, as with liquid trying to flow through a funnel. Unfortunately, 

the prevalent architecture of computer design can have a similar effect at 

times of peak use, resulting in ineffective, slowed function or program crashing. 

 

In contrast to bottlenecking risks of sequential operation, the brain’s many parts 

and functions can fire off simultaneously, working both independently and 

together on the multitude of tasks required to achieve a combined and unified 

goal. As with puddle jumping, even basic things like reacting aversely (the leap) 

to a negative stimulus (the mud puddle) necessitate that the brain coordinate a 

symphony of processes instantaneously, while still carrying on with all the 

body’s autonomic functions and whatever conscious thoughts are rumbling 

around the leaper’s mind. It’s as though your brain is composed of a million mini-

brains all keeping track of their piece of the puzzle, shooting messages to and 
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fro to ensure all those pieces fit together properly. 

 

Researchers at IBM and Cornell University borrowed heavily from this functional 

organization of the brain to develop models of computer architecture that 

would be able to perform similarly, distributing the workload throughout 

networks of parallel, interconnected “neurosynaptic cores.” This allows all 

multiple processes being performed to occur faster, without the same risk of 

bottlenecking and system crash. To bring back the concept of traffic, if a city is 

designed with a network of many parallel routes through which vehicles can 

move, the likelihood of a traffic jam decreases dramatically. 

 

Now take it a step further and think of a computer process as a single taxi cab 

ride. Sequential operation would be like a long ride with many different 

stoplights, turns, or other such obstructions that require you to work through 

each one prior to the next. On the other hand, computer operation based on 

interconnected neural networks would be more like deconstructing a taxi into a 

bunch of little pieces, each of them assigned to accomplish a different part of 

the ride: take a turn here, stop at a traffic light there, or drive straight for a few 

blocks. 

 

All these actions necessary for completing the whole journey would be 

performed simultaneously instead of one after another, resulting in a super-fast 

taxi cab ride. Unfortunately, our attempts at deconstructing and teleporting 

solid objects like taxicabs are as yet ineffective. However, these brain-based 

concepts are driving cutting edge innovation in the world of supercomputing. 

The super-powered brain wins again! 

 

Although it’s amusing to think of our brains as super devices from which high-

tech computer designers draw inspiration, it’s also important to remember that 

brains are not simply machines. People aren’t just robots, plodding through 

program directives written into their brains -- although that certainly would 

make a good movie. The human brain is ever-changing and truly alive. Just like 

any other part of your body, the brain constantly responds to your environment, 

transforming and adapting accordingly. 

 

This is called plasticity and is the basis for research into developing the brain 

and brain exercise programs based on that research. When runners are getting 

in shape for a race, they incrementally increase the intensity of their training 

over time in order that their muscles and conditioning may gradually develop to 

the point of peak performance. The brain is similarly malleable. For instance, if 

you spend a lot of time practicing a complex piece of music, it will eventually 

become easier because both the muscles you use and the related sections of the 

brain and attached motor memory are strengthening and adapting, thus 

optimizing for playing that piece of music. Giving your brain a workout can 

actually make you smarter! 

 

A more extreme example of the phenomenon of brain plasticity is how brains 

adapt when groups of sense receptors or whole senses are damaged or not 
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functional. Neuroscientists—scientists who focus on studying how the brain 

works—at Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT) have been examining 

how the brain adapts to loss of vision in people who are blind. Magnetic 

Resonance Imaging is used to capture images of brain activity while the subjects 

are exposed to different sensory stimuli. 

 

Researchers have already discovered that sections of the brain normally used to 

process information from visual sensory receptors don’t just lie dormant in 

adults who are blind. Instead, these sections are redirected and utilized to 

strengthen other sense-based brain functions, such as processing complex 

auditory information like language and music. Our brains can actually recycle 

their underutilized space, using it to supercharge other senses! 

 

Additionally, developmental neuroscientists at MIT are conducting similar 

studies with children who are blind to ascertain when and how the brain adapts 

itself to repurpose these visual sections. Preliminary findings suggest that brains 

of children as young as four years old have already started adapting. This 

process continues through childhood, allowing the repurposed brain 

development to focus and specialize in certain areas depending on 

environmental factors and the child’s propensities. This can result in people with 

virtuosic talents. It comes as no surprise that many of the world’s most beloved 

musicians throughout history have been blind! 

 

What might you call these virtuosic abilities that people’s brains develop when 

adapting to adverse circumstances and tragic accidents? Superpowers, of 

course! Comic books are riddled with characters that lost their sense of sight 

and developed super hearing and speed, or were faced with some sort of 

threatening ailment or situation like a degenerative bone disorder, a poisonous 

spider bite, or extreme radiation exposure. Nevertheless, somehow they adapted 

to overcome that obstacle, equipped with a superpower to boot! Many 

scenarios illustrated in fictional comic books are unbelievable and thoroughly 

unrealistic, yet the underlying concept of the human brain’s plasticity and ability 

to adapt is sound enough. 

 

Certain comic book superpowers, like the ability to heal one’s self rapidly and 

suppress pain, actually seem rooted in human reality. Humans are quite adept at 

healing themselves without having to muck about in radioactive goo or get bit 

by genetically altered super-spiders. But there are many occasions when we use 

medicine to relieve pain and to aid in healing ailments that our bodies deal with 

ineffectively. Unfortunately, medicine, however necessary, isn’t always available. 

 

One such instance in the middle of the 20th century spurred a discovery about 

the brain’s ability to heal in ways people had never considered possible. A medic 

in World War II named Henry Beecher ran out of morphine used to ease the pain 

of injured soldiers. Without any medicine available, he substituted saline solution, 

telling the soldiers it would still work, and it did! Their brains took over and 

relieved their pain in place of the missing medicine; so they were effectively 

tricked into feeling better! 
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This phenomenon, called the placebo effect, has been the subject of much 

research since it was discovered, and it plays a significant role in modern 

medicine. When scientists test a medication they always give a number of 

unknowing test subjects a placebo—a fake substitute for that medication, often 

just a sugar pill. Afterward, they can compare the effectiveness of the actual 

medication to that of the placebo. If a medication has substantially more or less 

effect than the sugar pill placebo, scientists can determine how effective that 

medication actually is. 

 

The placebo effect used to get a bad rap as being a purely psychological effect, 

often messing up important medical research. But modern neuroscientists tend 

to have a different perception. They have discovered that brains respond to 

placebos by altering their actual brain activity and releasing chemicals that have 

the same effect as drugs that the placebos have replaced. In other words, in the 

absence of the actual drug, the brain can mimic that drug, providing the same 

relief or result. 

 

Additionally, a placebo isn’t limited to a fake pill or injection of a medicine, but 

can be any kind of treatment, including complex surgeries. This was 

demonstrated when researchers conducted a series of both real and fake 

surgeries on different patients with osteoarthritis of the knee. Amazingly, 

patients who had unknowingly received fake surgeries reported just as much 

relief from pain as those who had true arthroscopic surgeries. This is a startling 

example of our brain’s ability to generate physiological change in the body, and 

it has led many people to consider the placebo effect as a healing tool in its own 

right. 

 

So what causes this placebo effect and how can it be used in a positive, honest 

way if the subject needs to be tricked to make it happen? There is still much to 

be learned, but researchers at Harvard University’s Program in Placebo Studies 

and the Therapeutic Encounter have had good results with a new approach to 

studying the placebo effect. They theorize that the brain’s response to a placebo 

is triggered not by the placebo itself—the fake pill, injection, surgery, etc.—but 

by the therapeutic encounter surrounding that placebo. 

 

If their thinking is correct, the placebo response is our brains reacting to the 

warmth, compassion, and helpful intent of medical staff members, along with 

the patient’s relationship to that staff. Simply the feeling that we’re being taken 

care of can cause our brains to effect positive physiological changes, and these 

scientists have found that as long as the therapeutic encounter remains the 

same, even patients who are told point blank that they are being given placebos 

still respond positively to treatment. Perhaps the placebo effect can be a useful 

tool for healing without having to play tricks on the brain after all! 

 

If the brain responds well to positive therapeutic encounters with others, what 

about our own internal positive thoughts and feelings? Although scientists have 

commonly had an aversion to studying a subject as hard to define as positivity, 

modern psychologists have been more receptive, with study upon study 
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supporting their theories. Researchers at Cornell University found that people 

experiencing positive feelings tend to be more flexible in their thinking, creative, 

and open to new ideas. 

 

If the brain responds well to positive therapeutic encounters with others, what 

about our own internal positive thoughts and feelings? Although scientists have 

commonly had an aversion to studying a subject as hard to define as positivity, 

modern psychologists have been more receptive, with study upon study 

supporting their theories. Researchers at Cornell University found that people 

experiencing positive feelings tend to be more flexible in their thinking, creative, 

and open to new ideas. 

 

Barbara L. Fredrickson, creator of the Broaden-and-Build theory of positive 

emotions, has conducted numerous studies into the effects of positive emotions. 

Results of her studies suggest that positive emotions and thoughts can help 

bolster people’s resistance to depression and sickness, as well as aid their ability 

to form lasting social connections. Perhaps this sounds a bit too fantastic, or 

perhaps not. But given what we already know about how the brain works and 

the amazing new things we learn every day, it gives us even more possibilities to 

think about! 

 

Clearly, the human brain is a fascinating subject for study. Human beings cannot 

leap over buildings or run as fast as speeding trains like popular comic book 

characters. But when you examine our abilities to process sensory information; 

store and retrieve that information; coordinate the instantaneous response of 

myriad muscle groups: produce chemicals that mimic powerful medicine; and 

even alter our creativity, health, and circumstances through simple positive 

thought, our brains seem astoundingly super. Scientists spend whole lifetimes 

researching any one of these topics, and many, many more. Each new discovery 

they make imparts the feeling that we have just begun to scratch the surface of 

how the brain works and what it can do. Who knows what superpowers we’ll 

uncover next! 
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Every Reading Plus comprehension question is designed to test a specific 

comprehension skill. These skills align with the literacy progressions. Mastery of 

these skills allows students to meet the reading demands of the NZ curriculum 

through to year 13. 

 

 

 
 

Reading Plus Comprehension Skills  CCR Anchor Standards 

CORE  Key Ideas and Details 

1) Close Reading 

 Recalling Explicit Details 

 Making Inferences 

 Drawing Conclusions 

 

Read closely to determine what the text says 
explicitly and to make logical inferences from 
it; cite evidence when writing or speaking to 
support conclusions drawn from the text. 

2)  Main Ideas and Themes 

 Determining Main Idea and Themes 

 Determining Relative Importance 

 Summarizing and Paraphrasing 

 
Determine central ideas or themes of a text 
and analyse their development; summarize 
the key supporting details and ideas 

3) Interaction of Ideas 

 Predicting Outcomes 

 Analysing Plot/Character 

 Analysing Couse/Effect 

 
Analyse how and why individuals, events, or 
ideas develop and interact over the course of 
text. 

CRAFT  Crafts and Structure 

4) Use of Language 

 Interpreting Word Meaning–  
Definitions & Figurative Language 

 Interpreting Analogies 

 Visualizing 

 

Interpret words and phrases as they are used 
in a text, including determining technical, 
connotative, and figurative meanings, and 
analyse how specific word choices shape 
meaning. 

5) Structure 

 Examining Text Structures 

 Examining Sequence of Ideas and 
Events 

 

Analyse the structure of texts, including how 
specific sentences, paragraphs and larger 
portions of the text (e.g., a section, chapter, 
scene, or stanza) relate to each other and the 
whole. 

6) Point of View 

 Recognizing Author’s Purpose 

 Recognizing Persuasive Devices 

 Recognizing Slant and Bias/Fact and 
Opinion 

 Recognizing Mood and Tone 

 
Assess how point of view or purpose shapes 
the content and style of a text. 

CRITICAL  Integration of Knowledge and Ideas 

7) Imaging Scaffolds 

 Interpreting Scaffolds  
Integrate and evaluate content presented in 
diverse media and formats, including visually 
and quantitatively, as well as in words. 

8) Reasoning and Rhetoric 

 Judging Validity 

 Reasoning 
 

Delineate and evaluate the argument and 
specific claims in a  text, including the validity 
of the reasoning as well as the relevance and 
sufficiency of the evidence 

9) Comparative Reasoning 

 Comparing/Contrasting/Integrating 

 Classifying 
 

Analyse how two or more texts address 
similar themes of topics in order to build 
knowledge or to compare the approaches the 
authors take. 
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After each reading selection, 10 rigorous comprehension questions are 

presented that test a student’s deep understanding of the text. Comprehension 

questions are presented in a variety of formats (including selected response, 

drag and drop, and highlighting). 

 

Reading Plus comprehension questions examine a student’s facility with 25 

discrete reading skills encompassing the Main Idea and Themes, Interaction of 

Ideas, Use of Language, Structure, Point of View, Imaging, Reasoning and 

Rhetoric, and Comparative Reading. Comprehension questions grow 

increasingly complex as students progress through the program. 

 

 

 

 
 

 

Student selects one correct answer from a group of four options. This question 

format is used to test a wide range of skills. Every Reading Plus selection 

includes a Main Idea question presented in this format. 
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Student reads an excerpt from the selection and then selects a correct answer 

from a group of four options. This format is used to test skills such as Making 

Inferences, Drawing Conclusions, Interpreting Word Meaning, and Recognizing 

Author’s Purpose, among others. 
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Comprehension Tasks 

Type 3 Selected Response with Two Excerpt 

 

Student reads two excerpts, either both from the selection, or one from the 

selection and one external, and then selects a correct answer from a group of 

four options. The student cannot answer the question until both excerpts have 

been viewed. This format is used to test skills such as Compare and Contrast, 

Classifying, or Analysing Character, among others. 



Student views an image and then selects the correct answer from a group of 

four options. This question links the image to the selection, requiring the student 

to analyse, evaluate, or synthesize information. This format is used to test 

Interpreting Images and Maps. 
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Comprehension Tasks 

Type 5 Selected Response with Reread 

 

Similar to Type 1, but in this format, the student must select two correct answers 

from a group of five options. 



Similar to Type 2, but in this format the student selects two correct answers 

from a group of five options. 
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Comprehension Tasks 

Type 7 Multi Correct with Two Excerpts 

 

Similar to Type 3, but in this format the student selects two correct answers 

from a group of five options. 



Student reads an excerpt from the selection and then selects a correct answer 

from a group of four options. This format is used to test skills such as Making 

Inferences, Drawing Conclusions, Interpreting Word Meaning, and Recognizing 

Author’s Purpose, among others. 
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Comprehension Tasks 

Type 3 Selected Response with Two Excerpt 

 

Student reads two excerpts, either both from the selection, or one from the 

selection and one external, and then selects a correct answer from a group of 

four options. The student cannot answer the question until both excerpts have 

been viewed. This format is used to test skills such as Compare and Contrast, 

Classifying, or Analysing Character, among others. 



Each Reading Plus selection is followed by a constructed response 

comprehension question. Students are asked to write an evidence-based answer 

that links themes, ideas, or topics in the text to additional research or 

background knowledge. As students advance in Reading Plus, writing prompts 

become increasingly challenging. 
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Constructed Response 

Level Genre Constructed Response Prompt Samples 
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